Coast Guard continues to be very involved, as do other parts of DHS and the government that help with the security of the ports.

COONS:
In April, Senator Rubio and I introduced the Counterterrorism and Screening Assistance Act. And there is a companion in the House. It would strengthen the ability of our allies and partners around the world to track terrorist and foreign fighter travel, in particular. It directs DHS to provide appropriate versions of custom and border protections, global travel, targeting and analysis systems, software, and other systems to foreign partner governments.

And it also authorizes DHS to provide excess nonlethal equipment, supplies, training to foreign governments to further U.S. Homeland Security interests. Does DHS support these goals? And, in your understanding, would it support the passage of this bill?

NIELSEN:
To prevent foreign fighters from coming to the United States, absolutely. Yes, sir. We'd look forward to working with you on it.

COONS:
We appreciate your engagement on that. About four months ago, Hurricane Maria slammed into the island of Puerto Rico and both the U.S. Virgin Island. And Puerto Rico particularly, and to some extent, Florida, suffered significant damage, but it was catastrophic for Puerto Rico. What's your sense today, four months later, of roughly what percentage the Island has power and water?

NIELSEN:
Well, the power, as you know, goes up and down. We're around 60 percent to 70 percent water. The story with water's a little better. But there's a lot more that we need to do, sir. It's going to be a road of recovery, we need to continue to work with them.

COONS:
And what's your sense of the official death toll in Puerto Rico as a result of Hurricane Maria?

NIELSEN:
So, I know they're looking at that. As you know, it's a state and local determination to determine causation. We've been in close contact with the governor as he does his review and assessment. It's an important figure for us all to understand.

COONS:
Do you believe your department's response to Hurricane Maria could have been better?

NIELSEN:
I believe that we learn lessons as we go. It was an unprecedented response, is what I can tell you, both from a prepositioning to an immediate response to the men and women who are there on the ground now. We had one of the largest surge forces that we’ve ever had, meaning we had people coming from all parts of government to join with FEMA. But I’m very anxious to learn the lessons learned and just see how we can do better in the future.

COONS:

I’ll say, while I’m grateful for the service of those, the United States military and FEMA who responded, I think it could have been, and still needs to be, better than it has been. I hear regularly from the Puerto Rican community in Delaware about family members who are still stranded, and about failures to respond in a way that I would expect Delaware would have received or other states on the mainland would have received.

And I am greatly disappointed in the response to date and would love to work with you to try and, as you would put it, learn those lessons but also to strengthen the response. My last question; since November, the department has terminated TPS designations, temporary protected status designations, for quite a few countries. If I’m not mistaken, Haiti, the poorest country in the Western Hemisphere, they’ve suffered a devastating earthquake. El Salvador, a country with very high homicide levels; as well as Liberia, Guinea and Sierra Leone which suffered near catastrophic civil wars.

Our country has long welcomed those seeking refuge from natural disasters and from civil strife. There was, as has been discussed at great length, an unfortunate meeting last week where the president was reported to have suggested that we don’t welcome people from certain countries and in particular countries under difficult circumstances.

In my experience, some of the greatest Americans have come from countries suffering through difficulties. Alexander Hamilton immigrated here from Nevis. I have been to Haiti, I have been to Liberia and there are Liberian Americans and Haitian Americans in my home state who make great contributions to our state and our economy and our culture every day.

Will you produce the analysis and the input the DHS received from other agencies that justify these terminations in TPS status (ph).

NIELSEN:

I’m happy to work with your staff to the extent that some of the information does not belong to me, if you will. I’d have to work with my colleagues to be able to give you an affirmative. But yes I’m happy to walk you through the full analysis.

COONS:

Thank you, Madam Secretary, for the answers and, in my view, it is important that we find a way working together to both protect our homeland from those threats we both see clearly yet to do in a way that reflects and respects the values that have made this a country that has long been a beacon for human rights and a place that has welcomed refugees and that has been strengthened by the contributions of immigrants from all of the world.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
GRASSLEY:
Two members left. Me with my second round. I'll have a couple questions and then I'm going to go and Senator Flake is going to finish up and he's going to use his 10 minutes. Since October 31st, and that's the terror attack that we had in the United States, call for an end to the Diversity Visa, those calls have increased.

As you know, the controversial program functions as a lottery allowing aliens from countries with low rates of immigration to the United States a chance to register to submit visa application. Due to random selection applicants many have expressed concern with the program's susceptibility to fraud.

2017 GAO report found that consular officer reported widespread use of fake documents to verify applicant's identity. In addition they state inspection general report found that aliens from countries with ties to terrorism were permitted to apply for this visa. In a recent response to a letter that I sent asking for a candid assessment of this program the State Department described the document an identify fraud that exists in the application process and the resource intensive method for uncovering it.

Due to the Diversity Visa Lottery's vulnerability to fraud and abuse it's document use by terrorists do you think the Diversity Visa Lottery Program should be eliminated? Do you think that this visa program has an increased potential for use by terrorists and criminals entering the country and receiving status? And the second question is more important than the first one.

NIELSEN:
Sir, I believe, as you said, it's documented. There's a lot of fraud and abuse in this program and with the 80 plus programs that we have for legal immigration I believe that we can and should do better for the American people to ensure that those who come here are able to contribute, willing to contribute and to assimilate into our communities.

GRASSLEY:
In regard to sanctuary cities and states, I applaud this administration's efforts to crack down on sanctuary jurisdictions and encourage communities to participate in the 287(g) program. Unfortunately since President Trump took office a number of jurisdictions decided to stop honoring ICE detainer requests.

That's dangerous and I worry about the impact an entire state becoming sanctuary will have on public safety. So, considering that, can you describe the Trump administration ongoing efforts to crack down on sanctuary jurisdictions and what steps you are taking encourage communities to cooperate?

NIELSEN:
Yes, sir. First of all, as you know, we've asked Congress make clear that the detainer authority applies and also to provide indemnification from those who want to work with us. This is truly a issue of safety. This is it an issue of safety for immigrant communities, it is also an issue of safety for the officers and men and women of DHS.
The safest place to take someone into custody is in a controlled environment which is in the jails after they have committed the crime. The container, as you know, allows for a state and local jurisdiction to give us 48 hours notice. It does not have to be that they hold 48 hours after. They can give us 48 hours notice and we will come and pick them up in a controlled environment which is safer to all of the communities and to my officers.

GRASSLEY:
Yes. I think I'll submit the rest of my questions for answer in writing. Thank you for being here. And now, Senator Flake for your 10 minutes.

FLAKE:
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you and sorry I may have missed a lot of what is going on. I tried to get some of it coming in but if I plow old ground, I'm sorry. With regard to, I know, I heard mention of the president wanted to get a full $20 billion appropriated for the border wall or wall system. Do we have left over money even from last year, money that has been authorized that has not been spent on border infrastructure?

NIELSEN:
Sir, the money, as you know, is allocated and there's plans to spend it. So the 20 that the president was speaking of is moving into the future in other needs that we've identified.

FLAKE:
How quickly, if you moved as fast as you can, could a border structure wall system be built?

NIELSEN:
We will build it as fast as we can. As you know, there are a lot of variables that are hard to count for and not just the land acquisition but the willingness of states and localities to work with us.

FLAKE:
Right.

NIELSEN:
I would just note that California has a blacklisting law that they have proposed which would prevent contractors from working with the Department of Homeland Security and if they do they are not able to get state and local contracts. So, variables such as that are hard for me to account for but we will work on it as fast as we can, sir.
FLAKE:
I believe I have heard you say we're talking seven years at the soonest that this could be built and that says nothing of eminent domain issues and litigation in Texas, for example, where it's almost all private land. Is there any -- do you believe it could be done faster than seven years?

NIELSEN:
We are certainly looking into it, yes, sir.

FLAKE:
If it can't be done in one year, is there any reason for the Congress to appropriate all $20 billion for this at this time?

NIELSEN:
I think the discussion was around authorization not appropriation. The idea there is if we only authorized year-by-year there's a question of whether we would have the funds for the next year. And, as you know, these contracts are quite complicated. Being able to know that the money will be there the next year, at least from an authorization perspective makes quite a difference in terms of efficiency and effectiveness of acquisition programs.

FLAKE:
Let me drill down a little on what the border wall or wall system actually means. The president is -- some language he's used is, to me, a little confusing. Right after he was elected, I believe he said we're not talking about a fence, we're talking about a wall.

And he's talked about a big beautiful wall. I have appreciated what you've said and what has been said recently by the president and others and appreciation that it can't and shouldn't be a 2000 mile wall that the topography simply does not allow it.

And -- but I just like to talk about Arizona for a minute. We have over 300 miles of border. Is there any place in Arizona that you are aware of that has an opaque style wall that somebody would think of as a wall?

NIELSEN:
In terms of planning for future?

FLAKE:
No, in terms of current.

NIELSEN:
I -- sir, I don't know. I'm happy to get back to you on that.

FLAKE:
I can answer some of that. We have had, in the past, through some of the communities, the old landing mats from Vietnam era that were turned on their end and cemented into the ground. The problem is you can't see through them. And so kids on the other side or others on the other side of the wall can throw rocks and there's property damage and injury to our border agents.

So we've actually been taking those out, the plan has been taking those walls out and putting in a bollard style fence, which works better. In fact, the president visited near -- well, in Yuma. Near Yuma, near San Luis. We have probably the best border infrastructure anywhere along the southern border. It's two fences with an access road in the middle.

But two fences, not a wall. I -- I'm struggling to think of any place in Arizona now where we have what could properly be called a wall or anywhere were such an opaque kind of structure that one thinks about when they say wall would be appropriate. Can you correct me there?

NIELSEN:
I think your -- your point is well taken. What has changed is the president asked the men and women of CBP what is it that you need. What is it that you need to provide operational control of the border.

And what the men and women on the front lines came back and said is we do not need a wall from sea to shining sea, what we need is a variety -- and that's why we call it a wall system -- a variety of components that together help us reach those four missions that I mentioned earlier. I'll just say quickly because I think you -- you were outside. But impedance and denial, which is that infrastructure, access and mobility admission readiness and domain awareness.

FLAKE:
All right. There some parts of Arizona, actually, where we have a lot of our border traffic, near Naco or Douglas, where if you did put a border wall, it would actually drown out communities on the southern side. You have a watershed and river and floods that -- that go northward. And if you had a wall, it would impede the progress.

In fact, even the fences that we have there, the new fences have to have storm gates in them. And in certain times of the year, those storm gates have to be left open for the floods come through. And so I -- I just -- I hope that the -- the evolution of discussion on this will continue.

And that when you talk about a border wall and the wall and the wall has to be funded, it -- it conjures up images that don't exist, to say nothing of who would pay for it. And we won't even get into that. But -- but just when talking about the wall and insistence that the wall be funded, it -- it -- that may be a good rhetorical device or campaign device, but in the real world it doesn't mean much.

And I'm pleased, like I said, that you've been moving in a different direction, talking about a wall system, which really isn't a wall. Fences are better. Good fences make good neighbors is
probably apt here. And we certainly do need more structures, more barriers more infrastructure. In previous iterations of immigration reform legislation, we've provided for that.

It's not just now. The president wasn't the first one to talk about needing a border barrier. So -- so anyway, that -- I'll move on from -- from that and talk a little about CBP hiring. We have the CBP Hire Act to make it easier to retain and hire border agents and port agents. Can you talk about what the needs are there?

NIELSEN:
Yes...

FLAKE:
We've had difficulty hiring them fast enough.

NIELSEN:
We -- hiring continues to be a challenge but one that we're taking very seriously. Commissioner - - Acting Commissioner McAleenan has been very clear both on the need to hire and to retain. So we're looking not just at our authorities and how we can innovatively reach new and expanded audience, but also we're looking at things like the polygraphs that they have to take as officers, to ensure that they are done efficiently and that they're not inappropriately, if you will, and unnecessarily weeding some out.

FLAKE:
All right. With regard to the -- the wall systems. Can you talk about the need for border roads or access roads?

NIELSEN:
They're vital. It's the way in which CBP can then respond to an alert, whether it be a visual alert or whether it be from a sensor or camera so that access and mobility is key not only for safety of the agents, but also for their ability to do their job.

FLAKE:
Let me just say for Arizona, when I talk to the property owners down there, the ranchers and others, that is one of the most important items that they reference again and again and again. And the border agents. You know, you -- you can have decent barriers, which we can't have everywhere. As I mentioned, the topography doesn't allow it. But you've got to have roads. You've got to have access.

And sometimes, the -- there can be activity, illegal activity or crossings just a few miles away. But without access roads to get there, it can take a couple of hours for agents to -- to -- to respond. So I -- I hope that that's on the list in the bipartisan bill that we've been working on. That is part of the -- what -- what is authorized, so I hope that -- that that can move ahead.
With -- with that, let me say do you support body cameras for DHS law enforcement?

NIELSEN:
I have not had the opportunity to have that discussion with my component heads but I understand the need for it and I look forward to discussing with them. I'm happy to get back to you on that.

FLAKE:
All right. Senator Whitehouse?

WHITEHOUSE:
Thank you, Chairman Flake.

FLAKE:
You're recognized for five minutes.

WHITEHOUSE:
I think I may be the last questioner that you see. So I hope that as you go back and reflect on today's hearing, that a few things stick out. I think Senator Graham's conversation with you -- I hope that you take that very much to heart. I think it's formulation of the need for there to be a Phase 1 and then a phase two and that if either side wants everything in phase two pushed forward to Phase 1, we'll crash right at the very beginning, we won't be able to move forward.

Phase 1, I think, is a very constructive idea. And I thought that after the first meeting with the president, we were very close to the outline of a Phase 1 resolution. I think also the notion that's been discussed here of wall systems is a very good idea because I think there's a difference between being in support of border security and being in pursuit of massive, unnecessary, overly-expensive and unwanted public works spending programs, just walls for the sake of walls.

And particularly where they will do damage to local communities, local farmers, local access to the river and so forth. I think the more we calm down and think this thing through, the more you'll find that there is in fact support for considerable reasonable increases to border security. And I hope that's the key message you take away. I would like to change the topic in my last minutes to fentanyl.

Fentanyl is killing Americans at a phenomenal, appalling rate. Fentanyl is a compound created chemically that behaves in the mind, in the brain, as if it were heroin, but it can be dialed up to far more lethal concentrations.

And the result is that very often, an addict who is accustomed to heroin gets suddenly into Fentanyl, and they die. Rhode Island has a small town called Burrillville, it's got just a couple thousand people.

It's got, I think, only two funeral parlors. There may be 25, 30 people in the entire police department, so in one three month period, beginning of the year a couple of years back when I
was working on the Comprehensive Addiction Recovery Act with Senator Portman, they had six fatalities in that little community.

That is a little bit like beating on a bruise, you know? People get hurt by the first fatality, and then the second, and then the third, and then the fourth, and people know each other and it’s back to the same funeral homes and the police are starting to get very agonized at what they have to see and how hard it is for them to respond and that they can’t deal with it.

And the lethal aspects of Fentanyl, I think, are felt all across the country in all of our states. My understanding is that a very good deal of it is coming from China, that it is so potent that it can be dialed down to fairly small packages and still shipped, and I would like to urge that you make it a really important border security priority, as important as walls and fences, to try to figure out how our shipping services and our postal service, through which customs controlled materials come from overseas, can find the damn Fentanyl before it gets into our children and kills them.

NIELSEN:
You have my commitment, sir. Earlier, we talked about the STOP Act, we talked about the INTERDICT Act, but we need to do more and couldn't -- I couldn't agree more.

WHITEHOUSE:
I think the topics that I've mentioned in my previous questioning, election interference and cybersecurity, are ones where I think there's very considerable partisan eagerness to protect our country on both sides of the aisle.

Republicans and democrats alike feel very strongly about that. Fentanyl's exactly the same way.

NIELSEN:
I agree.

WHITEHOUSE:
There is a bipartisan door that is open to you on all three of these issues, so I urge you, come knocking.

NIELSEN:
I look forward to it sir.

WHITEHOUSE:
OK, good.

NIELSEN:
Thank you for bringing all three up.
WHITEHOUSE:
Now, I'm a little frustrated that there seems to be no proactive legislative effort coming from any part of the administration on cyber, coming from any part of the administration on election interference, and very little coming on -- on Fentanyl, and I think these are opportunities that you are missing to accomplish important things in a bipartisan way that will save American lives.

NIELSEN:
We will be by to talk about it.

WHITEHOUSE:
Very well, thank you.

NIELSEN:
Thank you.

WHITEHOUSE:
Thank you, Chairman Flake.

FLAKE:
Thank you, Senator Whitehouse.
I'm glad that Senator Graham mentioned the phases, I know we spoke about that in that Tuesday meeting. But those of us who have been involved in immigration reform legislation before recognize that some of these issues are extremely thorny.

They take a lot of negotiation and compromise on all sides, things like chain migration asylum policy -- policies dealing with unaccompanied minors, worker programs, enforcement issues, those are all things that will need to be part of comprehensive reform.

But in order to make sure that we protect those who came, through no fault of their own, the so called DACA kids, there's got to be a Phase 1, and phase two and probably a phase three. And I hope that that -- that message is taken back and certainly recognized, in order to get the votes that we need to pass this important legislation.

The hearing record will be open for one week. I would ask those who need to get questions in, and ask those who are answering the questions, to do it as quickly as possible.

And I ask unanimous consent that the closing statement of Senator Grassley be part of the record, without objection, and with ...

(LAUGHTER)
... nobody to object to. With that, the hearing stands adjourned.
NIELSEN:

Thank you, sir.
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Are you guys putting out a statement on this from the WH?

“Despite substantial evidence of voter fraud, many states have refused to provide the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity with basic information relevant to its inquiry. Rather than engage in
endless legal battles at taxpayer expense, today I signed an executive order to dissolve the Commission, and have asked the Department of Homeland Security to review these issues and determine next courses of action.”
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Thanks for reaching out. Also, feel free to call my mobile if you have questions or want to discuss. Thanks,

Brandon
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All,
Based on our discussion this morning and the inputs I received, attached is the draft recommendations for the S1 tomorrow (along with two attachments I want to include from USCIS on SAVE). Some of the inputs came in a bit late, so sorry you are getting this after 8. I provided this draft to the COS, but told him I would send an update based on any feedback I receive from this group late tonight or early tomorrow. Since the meeting is at 945, we don't have a lot of time. The framework is almost identical to what I proposed this morning, with some minor editions (recommendations 4 and 6 were based on feedback from OGC and a discussion with PLCY about a permanent home for coordination of this effort).

If anyone wants to call and discuss, please call my mobile.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

January 3, 2018

EXECUTIVE ORDER

TERMINATION OF PRESIDENTIAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON ELECTION INTEGRITY

By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the United States of America, it is hereby ordered as follows:
Section 1. Executive Order 13799 of May 11, 2017 (Establishment of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity), is hereby revoked, and the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity is accordingly terminated.

Sec. 2. General Provisions. (a) Nothing in this order shall be construed to impair or otherwise affect:

(i) the authority granted by law to an executive department, agency, or the head thereof; or

(ii) the functions of the Director of the Office of Management and Budget relating to budgetary, administrative, or legislative proposals.

(b) This order shall be implemented consistent with applicable law and subject to the availability of appropriations.

(c) This order is not intended to, and does not, create any right or benefit, substantive or procedural, enforceable at law or in equity by any party (other than by the United States) against the United States, its departments, agencies, or entities, its officers, employees, or agents, or any other person.

DONALD J. TRUMP

THE WHITE HOUSE,

###
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The White House · 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW · Washington DC 20500 · 202.456.1111
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(b)(6)
FYI on my exchange regarding [b](6)'s questions last week. No resolution at this point and those involved seemed to be broadening... I have reached out to PLCY, though I do not think they have much play in this matter.

From: Wonnenberg, David
Sent: Thursday, January 18, 2018 5:43 AM
To: [b](6)
Cc: [b](6)
Subject: RE: Request for Briefing with DHS Officials; re: January 3, 2018 Executive Order on the Termination of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity & Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory

+Uyen and [b](6)

Per Krebs, CIS, PLCY, and ICE are on point.

We need to be very clear with the hill that election integrity and election infrastructure security are not the same thing. Accordingly, NPPD is not involved.

[b](6) can you check with your respective teams and circle back to Uyen and me.

V/r,
David Wonnenberg
Deputy Assistant Secretary
DHS Ofc of Legislative Affairs

With honor and integrity, we will safeguard the American people, our homeland, and our values.
Gents,

Sorry to ping on this again, but staff have reached out three times on this issue and my team is seeing them in a briefing tomorrow. Is the below the current state of play or are there updates to be had?

Thanks,

Office of Legislative Affairs
Department of Homeland Security

From: [Redacted]
Sent: Wednesday, January 17, 2018 6:16:11 AM
To: Wonnenberg, David
Cc: (b)(6)
Subject: RE: Request for Briefing with DHS Officials; re: January 3, 2018 Executive Order on the Termination of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity & Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory

Good morning:

I mentioned last week that I received a similar inquiry from CHS as the HSGAC one below. Is the information below still current or is there something new we are saying?

Thanks,

Office of Legislative Affairs
Department of Homeland Security

From: Wonnenberg, David
Sent: Monday, January 08, 2018 3:34:22 PM
To: (b)(6)
Cc: (b)(6)
Subject: FW: Request for Briefing with DHS Officials; re: January 3, 2018 Executive Order on the
Hi David,

Thank you for your help with this matter regarding the scheduling of a briefing with officials from the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) for HSGAC majority and minority staff, regarding the “Executive Order on the Termination of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity” and the “Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity” (respective links included below—please excuse the links provided in my original e-mail on this matter, as they only linked to the statement).

As DHS planning coalesces, following this transition, HSGAC staff, hope for a thorough briefing on these developments, including the transition of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity’s responsibilities to DHS, and the new role DHS will be assuming as a result.

Please keep us informed of any updates pertaining to this matter, including the dates of internal DHS planning meetings; proposals; and decisions, related to this matter.

In the meantime, is it possible to schedule an initial call next week (January 8-12) with DHS officials to inquire further about the responsibilities DHS has been asked to undertake?

Thanks again for your help.

Best regards,

Charles Shaw
Good afternoon. A point of clarification and status update for you.

1) To clarify: the Commission does not relate to NPPD's election Cybersecurity efforts, nor does NPPD deal with voter fraud. We are happy to brief on our election Cybersecurity efforts.

2) Status update: DHS/NPPD is in the earliest stages following this announcement and as of yet we do not have anything to brief at this time. Suggest we circle back in a couple weeks.

V/r,
David Wonnenberg
Deputy Assistant Secretary
DHS Ofc of Legislative Affairs

With honor and integrity, we will safeguard the American people, our homeland, and our values.
Thanks Uyen.

Sir, let me check into availability on this end and I will circle back shortly.

Sincerely,

Charles Shaw

Hello Counselor Shaw,

We’d be happy to set this up for HSGAC. I’m copying our NPPD lead, who should be able to coordinate this briefing for you & the committee.
From: Shaw, Charles (HSGAC)
Sent: Thursday, January 4, 2018 1:43 PM
To: Dinh, Uyen (Win) Dinh, Esq.
Cc: Eaton, Jackson (HSGAC)
Subject: Request for Briefing with DHS Officials; re: January 3, 2018 Executive Order on the Termination of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity & Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Hello,

My name is Charles Shaw. I work as Counsel for the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs (HSGAC).

We would like to schedule a briefing with officials from the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) for HSGAC majority and minority staff, regarding the “Executive Order on the Termination of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity” and the “Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity” (respective links included below).

Would you please provide our office with a list of available dates and times, when DHS officials would be able to meet with HSGAC majority and minority staff to discuss these developments, and the new role DHS will be assuming as a result?

Thank you!

Best regards,
Charles Shaw

Link to the Executive Order: https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/statement-press-secretary-presidential-advisory-commission-election-integrity/
Charles W.E. Shaw  
Counsel  
U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security & Governmental Affairs  
Senator Claire McCaskill, Ranking Member
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Thanks, David. Mind if I share this with [b]She asked the same question last Friday. I checked with PLCY first, but then just spoke with NPPD who mentioned the Charles Shaw exchange.[/b]

Office of Legislative Affairs
Department of Homeland Security

From: Wonnenberg, David
Sent: Monday, January 8, 2018 3:34 PM
To: [b]
Cc: Eaton, Jackson (HSGAC)
Dinh, Uyen

Subject: FW: Request for Briefing with OHS Officials; re: January 3, 2018 Executive Order on the Termination of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity & Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory

[b]—per your question. This is the exchange with HSGAC minority.

V/r,
David Wonnenberg
Deputy Assistant Secretary
DHS Ofc of Legislative Affairs

With honor and integrity, we will safeguard the American people, our homeland, and our values.

From: Shaw, Charles (HSGAC)
Sent: Friday, January 5, 2018 1:31 PM
To: [b]
Cc: Eaton, Jackson (HSGAC)
Hi David,

Thank you for your help with this matter regarding the scheduling of a briefing with officials from the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) for HSGAC majority and minority staff, regarding the “Executive Order on the Termination of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity” and the “Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity” (respective links included below—please excuse the links provided in my original e-mail on this matter, as they only linked to the statement).

As DHS planning coalesces, following this transition, HSGAC staff, hope for a thorough briefing on these developments, including the transition of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity’s responsibilities to DHS, and the new role DHS will be assuming as a result.

Please keep us informed of any updates pertaining to this matter, including the dates of internal DHS planning meetings; proposals; and decisions, related to this matter.

In the meantime, is it possible to schedule an initial call next week (January 8-12) with DHS officials to inquire further about the responsibilities DHS has been asked to undertake?

Thanks again for your help.

Best regards,

Charles Shaw

Link to the Executive Order: https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-termination-presidential-advisory-commission-election-integrity/


---

From: Wonnenberg, David (b)(6)
Sent: Friday, January 5, 2018 12:36 PM
To: Shaw, Charles (HSGAC) (b)(6)
Cc: Eaton, Jackson (HSGAC) (b)(6) Dinh, Uyen (b)(6)
Subject: RE: Request for Briefing with DHS Officials; re: January 3, 2018 Executive Order on the Termination of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity & Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory

Charles,

Good afternoon. A point of clarification and status update for you.

1) To clarify: the Commission does not relate to NPPD’s election Cybersecurity efforts, nor does NPPD deal with voter fraud. We are happy to brief on our election Cybersecurity efforts.
2) Status update: DHS/NPPD is in the earliest stages following this announcement and as of yet we do not have anything to brief at this time. Suggest we circle back in a couple weeks.

V/r,
David Wonnenberg
Deputy Assistant Secretary
DHS Ofc of Legislative Affairs

With honor and integrity, we will safeguard the American people, our homeland, and our values.

Great, thanks to you both.

Best regards,

Shaw, Charles (HSGAC)
Sent: Thursday, January 04, 2018 2:33 PM
To: Dinh, Uyen; Eaton, Jackson (HSGAC); Wonnenberg, David
Cc: Shaw, Charles (HSGAC) <David.Wonnenberg@DHS.gov>

Subject: RE: Request for Briefing with DHS Officials; re: January 3, 2018 Executive Order on the Termination of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity & Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory

Thanks Uyen.

Sir, let me check into availability on this end and I will circle back shortly.

Sincerely,

Shaw, Charles (HSGAC)
Thank you.

We look forward to having this briefing scheduled soon.

Best regards,
Charles Shaw

Hello Counselor Shaw,

We’d be happy to set this up for HSGAC. I’m copying our NPPD lead, who should be able to coordinate this briefing for you & the committee.

Cheers,
Uyen

Uyen (Win) Dinh, Esq.
Deputy Assistant Secretary
Office of Legislative Affairs

From: Shaw, Charles (HSGAC)
Sent: Thursday, January 4, 2018 1:43 PM
To: Dinh, Uyen
Cc: Eaton, Jackson (HSGAC); Wonnenberg, David
Subject: Request for Briefing with DHS Officials; re: January 3, 2018 Executive Order on the Termination of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity & Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Department of Homeland Security
Hello,

My name is Charles Shaw. I work as Counsel for the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs (HSGAC).

We would like to schedule a briefing with officials from the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) for HSGAC majority and minority staff, regarding the “Executive Order on the Termination of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity” and the “Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity” (respective links included below).

Would you please provide our office with a list of available dates and times, when DHS officials would be able to meet with HSGAC majority and minority staff to discuss these developments, and the new role DHS will be assuming as a result?

Thank you!

Best regards,
Charles Shaw

[Links provided]

Counsel
U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security & Governmental Affairs
Senator Claire McCaskill, Ranking Member
David,

We have received a similar inquiry to the below from CHS-OME Majority. Not a request for a briefing, but a request for information. Can I share what you provided to Charles on 1/5, or have there been any updates since then.

Thanks,

David Wonnenberg
Deputy Assistant Secretary
OFC of Legislative Affairs

---per your question. This is the exchange with HSGAC minority.

V/r,
David Wonnenberg
Deputy Assistant Secretary
DHS Ofc of Legislative Affairs

With honor and integrity, we will safeguard the American people, our homeland, and our values.
It’s primarily CIS and PLCY. CIS is looming. At existing programs and PLCY is doing background research mostly on what info is provided to states and how it is vetted. Very prelim. We have approps committees some very high level text but didn’t get into org specifics, and I have discussed since Wonneberg talked to him about needing to brief. It will have to be and CIS but I will likely also go at’s request.

Hey Briana,
I remember a week or so ago you indicated that PLCY does not have a role in the matter noted in the subject line. My leadership is hearing from Krebs that USCIS, PLCY, and ICE are now point. Can you let me know what PLCY’s role is at this point?

Thanks,

[Redacted]

Link to the Executive Order:

Link to the Statement:
Joe,
I understand you stopped by while I was out. Let me know if you have any time to connect this afternoon.
Best,
Brandon

Brandon D. Wales
Senior Counselor to the Secretary
Department of Homeland Security

From: Maher, Joseph
Sent: Thursday, January 4, 2018 8:55 AM
To: Wales, Brandon
Subject: RE: EO

I had a short conversation with WHCO last night. Will touch base when I’m at the NAC.

From: Wales, Brandon
Sent: Thursday, January 04, 2018 8:52:24 AM
To: Maher, Joseph
Subject: FW: EO

Joe,

Yesterday the President rescinded the attached EO from May on the Election Integrity Commission. Here is the press statement that the White House released: Despite substantial evidence of voter fraud, many states have refused to provide the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity with basic information relevant to its inquiry.
Rather than engage in endless legal battles at taxpayer expense, today President Donald J. Trump signed an executive order to dissolve the Commission, and he has asked the Department of Homeland Security to review its initial findings and determine next courses of action.

Best,
Brandon

Brandon D. Wales
Senior Counselor to the Secretary
Department of Homeland Security

From: Wolf, Chad
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 7:17 PM
To: Wales, Brandon
Subject: FW: EO

Please find requested EO attached.

Thanks,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b(6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sent Date:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Delivered Date:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dan, I chatted with Joe about this and need to update you. I’ve tried our cell a few times but no luck. Can you please give me a call when you get a chance? Thanks!

From: Sutherland, Daniel
Sent: Thursday, January 4, 2018 9:01 AM
To: Wales, Brandon
Cc: Maher, Joseph
Subject: RE: EO

Thanks. We have been following the discussions since last night and plan some in-depth conversations today. I will go to Glebe Road to meet with our team on this, and then Chris wants to have an NPPD-wide discussion today as well. I expect much progress on this today and we can report back later in the afternoon.

Dan

From: Sutherland, Daniel
Sent: Thursday, January 04, 2018 8:55:25 AM
To: Wales, Brandon; Maher, Joseph
Cc: Sutherland, Daniel
Subject: RE: EO

Thanks, Brandon. Adding Dan Sutherland from NPPLD and will respond more fully ASAP.
Ok. Thanks!
I am at RRB but will be at the NAC by 1030.
Best,
Brandon

Brandon D. Wales
Senior Counselor to the Secretary
Department of Homeland Security

From: Maher, Joseph
Sent: Thursday, January 4, 2018 8:55 AM
To: Wales, Brandon
Subject: RE: EO

I had a short conversation with WHCO last night. Will touch base when I’m at the NAC.

From: Wales, Brandon
Sent: Thursday, January 04, 2018 8:52:24 AM
To: Maher, Joseph
Subject: FW: EO

Yesterday the President rescinded the attached EO from May on the Election Integrity Commission. Here is the press statement that the White House released: Despite substantial evidence of voter fraud, many states have refused to provide the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity with basic information relevant to its inquiry.
Rather than engage in endless legal battles at taxpayer expense, today President Donald J. Trump signed an executive order to dissolve the Commission, and he has asked the Department of Homeland Security to review its initial findings and determine next courses of action.

Best,
Brandon

Brandon D. Wales
Senior Counselor to the Secretary
Department of Homeland Security

From: Wolf, Chad
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 7:17 PM
To: Wales, Brandon
Subject: FW: EO

Please find requested EO attached.

Thanks,

I am so sorry that I missed this email! I am just now seeing it. Somehow I just missed it. I tried calling you but please call when you can - I will be watching my cell closely!

Dan, I chatted with Joe about this and need to update you, I’ve tried our cell a few times but no luck. Can you please give me a call when you get a chance? Thanks!
Sounds good.

Will do. I’m flexible all afternoon at your convenience.
Let’s try to connect sometime later today on this. There are both cyber aspects and immigration-related aspects, and we’ll have some prompt work to do to assess relevant authorities.
Joe and Dimple,

No edits from me on this.

Dimple,

Can you forward the meeting invite so it’s on my calendar.

Nader Baroukh
Associate General Counsel, Immigration
Department of Homeland Security, Office of the General Counsel
All,

Based on our discussion this morning and the inputs I received, attached is the draft recommendations for the 51 tomorrow (along with two attachments I want to include from USCIS on SAVE). Some of the inputs came in a bit late, so sorry you are getting this after 8. I provided this draft to the COS, but told him I would send an update based on any feedback I receive from this group late tonight or early tomorrow. Since the meeting is at 9:45, we don’t have a lot of time. The framework is almost identical to what I proposed this morning, with some minor editions (recommendations 4 and 6 were based on feedback from OGC and a discussion with PLCY about a permanent home for coordination of this effort).
If anyone wants to call and discuss, please call my mobile.

Thanks,

Brandon

-----------------------------

Brandon D. Wales
Senior Counselor to the Secretary
Department of Homeland Security

Sender: Baroukh, Nader<br>
Recipient: "Maher, Joseph<br>"Shah, Dimple<br>
Sent Date: 2018/01/08 20:30:31
Delivered Date: 2018/01/08 20:30:32
Brandon D. Wales
Senior Counselor to the Secretary
Department of Homeland Security

From: Wales, Brandon
Sent: Monday, January 8, 2018 8:00 PM
To: Wolf, Chad
Cc: Neumann, Elizabeth
Hoffman, Jonathan

Subject: Election Integrity Recommendations

Chad,

Attached are the recommendations on the election integrity issue and two attachments on the USCIS SAVE Program. There are six recommendations that walk through the issue. Because I didn’t get OGC’s input until after 6, I did not have a chance to coordinate the final document with all of the offices, but the information is based on inputs I received from multiple players. I am going to send it around now and ask for comments tonight. I will get an updated version to you and the military aides late tonight or early tomorrow. Let me know if you have any thoughts.

Thanks!
Best,
Brandon

Brandon D. Wales
Senior Counselor to the Secretary
Department of Homeland Security
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Sender</strong></th>
<th>Wales, Brandon</th>
<th>b)(6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recipient</strong></td>
<td>Claffey, Lauren</td>
<td>b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sent Date</strong></td>
<td>2018/01/09 10:02:39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Good with the revised version.

From: Wales, Brandon
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 8:24 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher; Houlton, Tyler; Hoffman, Jonathan; Manfra, Jeanette
Subject: RE: Election Security EO and Intel

I think this was a bit long and repetitive. Here is a slimmed down version.

Brandon D. Wales
Senior Counselor to the Secretary
Department of Homeland Security

From: Krebs, Christopher
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 8:19 PM
To: Houlton, Tyler; Hoffman, Jonathan; Claffey, Lauren; Manfra, Jeanette; Wales, Brandon
Subject: RE: Election Security EO and Intel
No concerns here. Short and simple. Attribution? Does it need to be cleared by WH? No other inquiries yet

Thoughts -
From: Houlton, Tyler  
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 7:02:38 PM  
To: Krebs, Christopher; Hoffman, Jonathan; Claffey, Lauren; Manfra, Jeanette  
Subject: RE: Election Security EO and Intel  

FYI NYT is asking for a statement.

From: Krebs, Christopher  
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 7:00:51 PM  
To: Hoffman, Jonathan; Claffey, Lauren; Houlton, Tyler; Manfra, Jeanette  
Subject: RE: Election Security EO and Intel  

Who at DHS is responsible? That commission has nothing to do with security. It's about voter fraud. This is not NPPDs lane.  

Can we get clarification?

From: Hoffman, Jonathan  
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 6:47:11 PM  
To: Claffey, Lauren; Houlton, Tyler; Krebs, Christopher; Manfra, Jeanette  
Subject: Election Security EO and Intel  

FYI - two issues.  
- The president is absolving the election commission. Waiting on the language. Not for public yet. Just a heads up.  
- Chris - can you provide any talking points? Want to make sure it covers what DHS can actually do and how the private sector will have to address. Not sure public consumption of this is yet.
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sent Date:</strong></td>
<td>2018/01/04 10:26:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Delivered Date:</strong></td>
<td>2018/01/04 10:26:49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thx

From: Houlton, Tyler
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 9:47 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher; Wales, Brandon; Hoffman, Jonathan; Claffey, Lauren; Manfra, Jeanette
Subject: RE: Election Security EO and Intel

Only had Washington examiner reach out but will use this version going forward. Thanks

From: Krebs, Christopher
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 9:45:09 PM
To: Houlton, Tyler; Wales, Brandon; Hoffman, Jonathan; Claffey, Lauren; Manfra, Jeanette
Subject: RE: Election Security EO and Intel

Not crucial, but if we get other inquiries, let’s go with a flipped version that emphasizes our support to states.
Sending. Thanks all

From: Wales, Brandon  
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 8:35:56 PM  
To: Krebs, Christopher; Houlton, Tyler; Hoffman, Jonathan; Claffey, Lauren; Manfra, Jeanette  
Subject: RE: Election Security EO and Intel

Agreed.

Brandon D. Wales  
Senior Counselor to the Secretary  
Department of Homeland Security

From: Krebs, Christopher  
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 8:34:57 PM  
To: Wales, Brandon; Houlton, Tyler; Hoffman, Jonathan; Claffey, Lauren; Manfra, Jeanette  
Subject: RE: Election Security EO and Intel

Slight tweak:

From: Wales, Brandon  
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 8:31 PM  
To: Houlton, Tyler; Hoffman, Jonathan; Krebs, Christopher; Claffey, Lauren; Manfra, Jeanette  
Subject: RE: Election Security EO and Intel

Tyler, sitting next to Jonathan. He said to send the shorter one.  
Thanks.

Brandon D. Wales
Senior Counselor to the Secretary
Department of Homeland Security

From: Houlton, Tyler
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 8:28:01 PM
To: Hoffman, Jonathan; Krebs, Christopher; Claffey, Lauren; Manfra, Jeanette; Wales, Brandon
Subject: RE: Election Security EO and Intel

Still only Ron at NYT so I can handle. Krebs or Wales shorter version?

From: Hoffman, Jonathan
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 8:21:51 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher; Houlton, Tyler; Claffey, Lauren; Manfra, Jeanette; Wales, Brandon
Subject: RE: Election Security EO and Intel

Done. I am ok with that.

From: Krebs, Christopher
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 8:19 PM
To: Houlton, Tyler; Hoffman, Jonathan; Claffey, Lauren; Manfra, Jeanette; Wales, Brandon
Subject: RE: Election Security EO and Intel

From: Krebs, Christopher
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 7:47 PM
To: Houlton, Tyler; Hoffman, Jonathan; Claffey, Lauren; Manfra, Jeanette; Wales, Brandon
Subject: RE: Election Security EO and Intel
No concerns here. Short and simple. Attribution? Does it need to be cleared by WH? No other inquiries yet
FYI NYT is asking for a statement

From: Krebs, Christopher  
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 7:00:51 PM  
To: Hoffman, Jonathan; Claffey, Lauren; Houlton, Tyler; Manfra, Jeanette  
Subject: RE: Election Security EO and Intel

Who at DHS is responsible? That commission has nothing to do with security. It's about voter fraud. This is not NPPDs lane.

Can we get clarification?

From: Hoffman, Jonathan  
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 6:47:11 PM  
To: Claffey, Lauren; Houlton, Tyler; Krebs, Christopher; Manfra, Jeanette  
Subject: Election Security EO and Intel

FYI - two issues.

- The president is absolving the election commission. Waiting on the language. Not for public yet. Just a heads up.  
- Chris - can you provide any talking points? Want to make sure it covers what DHS can actually do and how the private sector will have to address. Not sure public consumption of this is yet.
I think this was a bit long and repetitive. Here is a slimmed down version.

Brandon D. Wales
Senior Counselor to the Secretary
Department of Homeland Security

From: Wales, Brandon
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 8:23:55 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher; Houlton, Tyler; Hoffman, Jonathan; Claffey, Lauren; Manfra, Jeanette
Subject: RE: Election Security EO and Intel
That works for me.

Just got a ping from Reuters:

Hi Chris and Happy New Year. Quick question for you -- Do you know where organizationally the election integrity commission's work is going to land now that it is being handed off to DHS? Am wondering if it will fall to the new elections GCC? Also wondering if we know when the GCC will be next meeting. Thanks
Sending. Thanks all

Agreed.

Brandon D. Wales
Senior Counselor to the Secretary
Department of Homeland Security

Slight tweak:
From: Wales, Brandon
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 8:31 PM
To: Houlton, Tyler; Hoffman, Jonathan; Krebs, Christopher; Claffey, Lauren; Manfra, Jeanette
Subject: RE: Election Security EO and Intel

Tyler, sitting next to Jonathan. He said to send the shorter one. Thanks.

Brandon D. Wales
Senior Counselor to the Secretary
Department of Homeland Security

From: Houlton, Tyler
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 8:28:01 PM
To: Hoffman, Jonathan; Krebs, Christopher; Claffey, Lauren; Manfra, Jeanette; Wales, Brandon
Subject: RE: Election Security EO and Intel

Still only Ron at NYT so I can handle. Krebs or Wales shorter version?

From: Hoffman, Jonathan
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 8:21:51 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher; Houlton, Tyler; Claffey, Lauren; Manfra, Jeanette; Wales, Brandon
Subject: RE: Election Security EO and Intel

Done. I am ok with that.

From: Krebs, Christopher
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 8:19 PM
To: Houlton, Tyler; Hoffmann, Jonathan; Claffey, Lauren; Manfra, Jeanette
I think because it’s coming from Congress and not a company or random person, it’s not a FOIA type request for PRIV. The last one we got requesting all documents on something went to MGMT I believe because they had the most equities. I really want to just reassign to NPPD because I think it should have gone there from the get go...

Ok, coming up from my rabbit hole, I can guess where this is coming from. I think this is related to allegations that the commission requesting records on citizenship (again, allegations) – which I assume is why Brandon said it is USCIS. That being said, the incoming doesn’t say anything about that...

Also, the letter is kiiind of a FOIA request, asking for “all documents and emails”. Would PRIV be the lead on a document request like this, or would it still be tasked to the lead Component?

Thankyou!

Everything else election related has gone to NPPD which is why I thought his email was odd but he seemed to know something we didn’t know...
Ugh. I was actually wondering about this too when I saw Brandon’s email the other day. I thought all that election stuff went to NPPD… I’ll read the letter again.

Thank you!

The one letter Brandon references below has become a little bit of a challenge. Both USCIS and ICE say they have no equities and have both reassigned it back to us. I thought for sure it should go to NPPD but he says no. Any thoughts on what to do with it?

Thank You Brandon we will make the change.

Appreciatively,

Donald

Donald R. Swain
ESEC: Excellent Service; Endless Commitment

From: Wales, Brandon
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 4:32 PM
To: [b](6) Front Office Review CC
Cc: Swain, Donald [b](6); Krause, Scott [b](6); Micone, Vincent [b](6); Wolf, Chad [b](6); Neumann, Elizabeth [b](6); Nichols, Kate [b](6); ESEC-External Liaison
Subject: RE: SIGNIFICANT CORRESPONDENCE REPORT: 1.3.18

The first letter should not go to NPPD. The interactions between the Election Integrity Commission were with USCIS and ICE, and Gene, when he was in the front office.

Best,
Brandon

Brandon D. Wales
Senior Counselor to the Secretary
Department of Homeland Security

From: (b)(6)
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 3:16 PM
To: Front Office Review CC (b)(6)
Cc: Swain, Donald Krause, Scott; Wolf, Chad Neumann, Elizabeth Nichols, Katie ESEC-External Liaison

Subject: SIGNIFICANT CORRESPONDENCE REPORT: 1.3.18

Attached for your review is today’s significant correspondence report. Based on our review and standard business practices, ESEC recommends tasking these letters to the below Components, with recommended signature level and priority. We ask that counselors provide any substantive guidance on letter assignment (in bullet format), response messaging, and letter priority. OLA should provide input on priority and signature levels if incorrect. We are asking for this input by 10 am tomorrow morning. If no response the letter will be tasked as reflected here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Number</th>
<th>Date Received</th>
<th>To</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1155773</td>
<td>01.03.18</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Sen. McCaskill (MO)</td>
<td>Writes regarding interaction b and the Presidential Advisory on Election Integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1155779</td>
<td>01.03.18</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Sen. Grassley (IA)</td>
<td>Invites S1 to testify on 1/16/18 Committee on the Judiciary hearing &quot;Oversight of the United States of Homeland Securi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>To</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1155831</td>
<td>01.03.18</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Rep. Chu (CA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1155832</td>
<td>01.03.18</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Sen. Cardin (MD)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please submit any guidance to ESEC-External, Vince Micone, Scott Krause, Donald Swain; all are copied on this e-mail.

**Definitions of Priority:**

- **Urgent:** 5 Business Days to Final; Draft due 3 Business Days
- **High:** 10 Business Days to Final; Draft 7 Business Days
- **Normal:** 15 Business Days to Final; Draft 11 Business Days

Is Interim Necessary (YES/NO)? 1 Business Day.

Regards,

Administrative Officer
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Office of the Executive Secretary

“ESEC: Excellent Service Endless Commitment”
From: Gabriel Taran
Sent: Thursday, January 04, 2018 9:02 AM
To: Sutherland, Daniel; Taran, Gabriel; Kaufman, Steven; Mangan, Chris
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

From: Christopher Thruston
Sent: Thursday, January 04, 2018 8:45:58 AM
To: Sutherland, Daniel; Taran, Gabriel; Kaufman, Steven; Mangan, Chris
Subject: FW: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

From: Christopher Thruston
Sent: Thursday, January 04, 2018 8:36:57 AM
To: Robert Kolasky; Gabriel Taran
Subject: FW: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission
Thx

Bob

From: Kolasky, Robert
Sent: Thursday, January 04, 2018 8:33:06 AM
To: Krebs, Christopher; Manfra, Jeanette; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS
Cc: Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission
Let's plan to talk at 10:30 tomorrow morning. As of now, Chris is planning to be at Glebe, so anyone in the neighborhood is encouraged to join in person. We'll also set up a bridge.

Please let me know if this is unworkable for anyone. Thanks.
This communication, along with any attachments, is covered by federal and state law governing electronic communications and may contain confidential and legally privileged information. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, use or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please reply immediately to the sender and delete this message. Thank you.

From: Krebs, Christopher
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 11:16:17 PM
To: Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS;
Cc: Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Here's the NY Times write up.

Thx

From: Krebs, Christopher
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 9:54 PM
To: Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS
Cc: Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

RTQ only. DHS OPA received inquiries from NYT and Washington Examiner and provided the statement.
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Many thanks,
Sabra

Stakeholder Engagement and Cyber Infrastructure Resilience Division
Office of Cybersecurity and Communications, NPPD

From: [b](6)
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 8:38 PM
To: [b](6) (b)(5) [b](6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6)
Cc: [b](b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6)

Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

From: [b](6)
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 8:36 PM
To: [b](6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6)
Cc: [b](b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6)

Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission
Any issues?
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Our emails crossed earlier.

Adding a few folks and reattaching the EO. Need an assessment pronto NLT 10pm

who I inadvertently left off earlier.
is also trying to run it to ground.
Pls work with main OPA on a holding statement.

From: b(6)
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 7:05:14 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher; Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS;
Cc: l(b)(6)
Subject: FW: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Flagging

From: POLITICO
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 6:54:18 PM
To: krebs, christopher; manfra, jeanette; kolasky, robert; mishler, jeremy; nppd ocos;
Cc: l(b)(6)
Subject: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

President Donald Trump is dissolving a controversial commission that was charged with investigating his unsubstantiated claims of voter fraud during the 2016 election, the White House said Wednesday.

Trump asked the Department of Homeland Security to look into the issue instead.

"Despite substantial evidence of voter fraud, many states have refused to provide the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity with basic information relevant to its inquiry," a White House statement said. "Rather than engage in endless legal battles at taxpayer expense, today I signed an executive order to dissolve the Commission."

Read more: https://www.politico.com/story/2018/01/03/trump-disbands-voter-fraud-commission-322621

To change your alert settings, please go to https://secure.politico.com/settings

Image removed by sender.

This email was sent to by: POLITICO, LLC 1000 Wilson Blvd. Arlington, VA, 22209, USA
Please click [here](#) and follow the steps to unsubscribe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sender: Taran, Gabriel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Sutherland, Daniel&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recipient: Kautman, Steven</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Kang, Chris&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sent Date:** 2018/01/04 09:04:52  
**Delivered Date:** 2018/01/04 09:04:53
I’m not sure. There has been media reporting indicating that the President has directed DHS to essentially carry on the work of the now dissolved commission.
From: [b](6)  
Sent: Thursday, January 04, 2018 6:04:40 AM  
To: [b](6)  
Subject: FW: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

EO attached.

-------------------------------

From: [b](6)  
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 7:57:55 PM  
To: Krebs, Christopher; Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS; [b](6)  
Cc: [b](6)  
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Our emails crossed earlier.

From: Krebs, Christopher  
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 7:55 PM  
To: [b](6)  
Cc: [b](6)  
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Adding a few folks and reattaching the EO. Need an assessment pronto NLT 10pm

From: [b](6)  
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 7:52 PM  
To: Krebs, Christopher; [b](6)  
Cc: [b](6)  
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

who I inadvertently left off earlier.

From: [redacted]
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 7:45 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher [redacted]; Manfra, Jeanette [redacted]; Kolasky, Robert [redacted]; Mishler, Jeremy [redacted]; NPPD OCOS [redacted]

Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Unless we have any more clarity, here’s a rough draft of a very brief holding statement. I welcome feedback.

is also trying to run it to ground.
From: Krebs, Christopher  
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 7:08:57 PM  
To: Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS; (b)(6)  
Cc: (b)(6)  
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission  

Pls work with main OPA on a holding statement.

From: (b)(6)  
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 7:05:14 PM  
To: Krebs, Christopher; Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS; (b)(6)  
Cc: (b)(6)  
Subject: FW: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission  

Flagging

From: POLITICO  
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 6:54:18 PM  
To: (b)(6)  
Subject: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission  

President Donald Trump is dissolving a controversial commission that was charged with investigating his unsubstantiated claims of voter fraud during the 2016 election, the White House said Wednesday.

Trump asked the Department of Homeland Security to look into the issue instead.

"Despite substantial evidence of voter fraud, many states have refused to provide the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity with basic information relevant to its inquiry," a White House statement said. "Rather than engage in endless legal battles at taxpayer expense, today I signed an executive order to dissolve the Commission."
Read more: https://www.politico.com/story/2018/01/03/trump-disbands-voter-fraud-commission-322621

To change your alert settings, please go to https://secure.politico.com/settings

This email was sent to [by sender] by: POLITICO, LLC 1000 Wilson Blvd. Arlington, VA, 22209, USA

Please click here and follow the steps to unsubscribe.
I am talking to State at 10 so may need to join late. *should* be around. Recommend Tamsin or her designee too.

Gabriel Taran | Assistant General Counsel for Cybersecurity | DHS Office of the General Counsel
Desk: (b)(6) mobile: (b)(6)

---

From: Sutherland, Daniel
Sent: Thursday, January 04, 2018 7:07:09 AM
To: Taran, Gabriel; Kaufman, Steven; Mangan, Chris
Subject: FW: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

All,

It seems that about 1030 Chris wants to have a meeting to discuss next steps here. I will come to Glebe for that. I assume you can join this?

Dan

---

From: Krebs, Christopher
Sent: Thursday, January 04, 2018 12:04:32 AM
To: Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS; (b)(6)

---
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission
Let's plan to talk at 10:30 tomorrow morning. As of now, Chris is planning to be at Glebe, so anyone in the neighborhood is encouraged to join in person. We'll also set up a bridge.

Please let me know if this is unworkable for anyone. Thanks.

From: Krebs, Christopher  
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 11:16:17 PM  
To: (b)(6)  
Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS; (b)(6)  
Cc: (b)(6)  
Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily; (b)(6)  
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission  

Here’s the NY Times write up. (b)(5)  

Thx  

From: (b)(6)  
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 9:54 PM  
To: (b)(6)  
Krebs, Christopher  
Cc: (b)(6)  
Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; (b)(6)  

Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

RTQ only. DHS OPA received inquiries from NYT and Washington Examiner and provided the statement.

From: Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS
Cc: Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily

Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

From: Krebs, Christopher
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 9:39:33 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher; Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS
Cc: Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily

Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

From: Krebs, Christopher
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 8:50:20 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher; Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS
Cc: Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily

Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission
Many thanks,

Stakeholder Engagement and Cyber Infrastructure Resilience Division
Office of Cybersecurity and Communications, NPPD
From: [b](6)
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 8:36 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher [b](6)
Manfra, Jeanette [b](6) Kolasky, Robert
[b](6) Mishler, Jeremy [b](6) NPPD OCOS
[b](6)
Cc: [b](6) Sutherland, Daniel
[b](6) Early, Emily [b](6)
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Any issues?

From: [b](6)
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 8:26:06 PM
To: [b](6) Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy;
NPPD OCOS; [b](6)
[b](6)
Cc: [b](6) Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Any issues?
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Our emails crossed earlier.
Adding a few folks and reattaching the EO. Need an assessment pronto NLT 10pm

From: McConnell, Scott  
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 7:52 PM  
To: Krebs, Christopher; Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS; NPPD OCOS

Cc:  
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

who I inadvertently left off earlier.

From:  
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 7:45 PM  
To: Krebs, Christopher; Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS; NPPD OCOS

Cc:  
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Unless we have any more clarity, here's a rough draft of a very brief holding statement. I welcome feedback.

From:  
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 7:19 PM  
To: Krebs, Christopher; Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS; NPPD OCOS
President Donald Trump is dissolving a controversial commission that was charged with investigating his unsubstantiated claims of voter fraud during the 2016 election, the White House said Wednesday.

Trump asked the Department of Homeland Security to look into the issue instead.
"Despite substantial evidence of voter fraud, many states have refused to provide the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity with basic information relevant to its inquiry," a White House statement said. "Rather than engage in endless legal battles at taxpayer expense, today I signed an executive order to dissolve the Commission."

Read more: https://www.politico.com/story/2018/01/03/trump-disbands-voter-fraud-commission-322621

To change your alert settings, please go to https://secure.politico.com/settings.
Dan-
I'm assuming they will broadcast a call in number for Steve

From: Sutherland, Daniel
Sent: Thursday, January 04, 2018 7:07:09 AM
To: Taran, Gabriel; Kaufman, Steven; Mangan, Chris
Subject: FW: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

All,

It seems that about 1030 Chris wants to have a meeting to discuss next steps here. I will come to Glebe for that. I assume you can join this?

Dan

From: Krebs, Christopher
Sent: Thursday, January 04, 2018 12:04:32 AM
To: Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS; Sutherland, Daniel
Cc: Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission
Let's plan to talk at 10:30 tomorrow morning. As of now, Chris is planning to be at Glebe, so anyone in the neighborhood is encouraged to join in person. We'll also set up a bridge.

Please let me know if this is unworkable for anyone. Thanks.
This communication, along with any attachments, is covered by federal and state law governing electronic communications and may contain confidential and legally privileged information. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, use or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please reply immediately to the sender and delete this message. Thank you.

From: Krebs, Christopher  
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 11:16:17 PM  
To: Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS <b>(6)</b>  
Cc: Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily;  
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Here’s the NY Times write up.  

Thx

From:  
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 9:54 PM  
To:  
Cc: Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily  

RTQ only. DHS OPA received inquiries from NYT and Washington Examiner and provided the statement.
From: [b](6)
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 8:48 PM
To: [b](6)
< krebs, christopher [b](6) manfra, jeannette [b](6) kolasky, robert [b](6) mishler, jeremy [b](6) NPPD OCOS [b](6)
Cc: [b](6)
[b](6) Sutherland, Daniel [b](6)
[b](6)
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Many thanks,

Stakeholder Engagement and Cyber Infrastructure Resilience Division
Office of Cybersecurity and Communications, NPPD

From: [b](6)
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 8:38 PM
To: [b](6) krebs, christopher [b](6) manfra, jeannette [b](6) mishler, jeremy [b](6) NPPD OCOS [b](6)
Cc: [b](6) Sutherland, Daniel [b](6) Early, Emily [b](6)
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission


From: fb
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 8:36 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher
Manfra, Jeanette
Kolasky, Robert
Mishler, Jeremy
NPPD OCOS
Cc: Sutherland, Daniel
Early, Emily
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Any issues?

From: Krebs, Christopher
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 8:26:06 PM
To: Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS
Cc: Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

From: Krebs, Christopher
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 8:20:28 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher; Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS
Cc: Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission
From: Krebs, Christopher
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 7:55 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher; Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS
Cc: Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Adding a few folks and reattaching the EO. Need an assessment pronto NLT 10pm
From: [b](6)
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 7:52 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher <[b](6)>; Manfra, Jeanette
       Kolasky, Robert <[b](6)>; Mishler, Jeremy <[b](6)>
       NPPD OCOS <[b](6)>
Cc: [b](6)
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

who I inadvertently left off earlier.

From: [b](6)
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 7:45 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher <[b](6)>; Manfra, Jeanette
       Kolasky, Robert <[b](6)>; Mishler, Jeremy <[b](6)>
       NPPD OCOS <[b](6)>
Cc: [b](6)
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Unless we have any more clarity, here’s a rough draft of a very brief holding statement. I welcome feedback. [b](5)

From: [b](6)
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 7:19 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher <[b](6)>; Manfra, Jeanette
       Kolasky, Robert <[b](6)>; Mishler, Jeremy <[b](6)>
       NPPD OCOS <[b](6)>
Cc: [b](6)
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission
President Donald Trump is dissolving a controversial commission that was charged with investigating his unsubstantiated claims of voter fraud during the 2016 election, the White House said Wednesday.

Trump asked the Department of Homeland Security to look into the issue instead.

"Despite substantial evidence of voter fraud, many states have refused to provide the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity with basic information relevant to its inquiry," a White House statement said. "Rather than engage in endless legal
battles at taxpayer expense, today I signed an executive order to dissolve the Commission."

Read more: https://www.politico.com/story/2018/01/03/trump-disbands-voter-fraud-commission-322621

To change your alert settings, please go to https://secure.politico.com/settings
Yes. I'll be in this morning.

From: Sutherland, Daniel
Sent: Thursday, January 04, 2018 7:07:09 AM
To: (b)(6) Taran, Gabriel; Kaufman, Steven; Mangan, Chris
Subject: FW: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

All,

It seems that about 1030 Chris wants to have a meeting to discuss next steps here. I will come to Glebe for that. Assume you can join this?

Dan

From: Krebs, Christopher
Sent: Thursday, January 04, 2018 12:04:32 AM
To: (b)(6) Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS
Cc: (b)(6) Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission
Let's plan to talk at 10:30 tomorrow morning. As of now, Chris is planning to be at Glebe, so anyone in the neighborhood is encouraged to join in person. We'll also set up a bridge.

Please let me know if this is unworkable for anyone. Thanks.
This communication, along with any attachments, is covered by federal and state law governing electronic communications and may contain confidential and legally privileged information. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, use or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please reply immediately to the sender and delete this message. Thank you.

From: Krebs, Christopher  
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 11:16:17 PM  
To: Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS; Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily  
Cc:  
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Here's the NY Times write up.

Thx

From:  
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 9:54 PM  
To: Krebs, Christopher  
Cc: Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily  
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission
RTQ only. DHS OPA received inquiries from NYT and Washington Examiner and provided the statement.
Many thanks,

Stakeholder Engagement and Cyber Infrastructure Resilience Division
Office of Cybersecurity and Communications, NPPD

From: kb
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 8:48 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher; Manfra, Jeanette; Manfra, Jeane; Mishler, Jeremy; Kolasky, Robert; NPPD OCOS
Cc: Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Many thanks,

Stakeholder Engagement and Cyber Infrastructure Resilience Division
Office of Cybersecurity and Communications, NPPD

From: kb
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 8:38 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher; Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS
Cc: Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission
From: Krebs, Christopher
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 8:26:06 PM
To: Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS;
Cc: Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Any issues?

From: Krebs, Christopher
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 8:20:28 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher; Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS;
Cc: Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission
From: Krebs, Christopher
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 7:55 PM
To: Manfra, Jeanette
Kolasky, Robert
Mishler, Mishler,
NPPD OCOS
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Adding a few folks and reattaching the EO. Need an assessment pronto NLT 10pm
From: [b](6)
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 7:52 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher [b](6); Manfra, Jeanette
Manfra, Jeanette
Kolasky, Robert [b](6); Mishler, Jeremy [b](6); NPPD OCOS [b](6)
Cc: [b](6)
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

who I inadvertently left off earlier.

From: [b](6)
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 7:45 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher [b](6); Manfra, Jeanette
Manfra, Jeanette
Kolasky, Robert [b](6); Mishler, Jeremy [b](6); NPPD OCOS [b](6)
Cc: [b](6)
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Unless we have any more clarity, here’s a rough draft of a very brief holding statement. I welcome feedback.

From: [b](6)
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 7:19 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher [b](6); Manfra, Jeanette
Manfra, Jeanette
Kolasky, Robert [b](6); Mishler, Jeremy [b](6); NPPD OCOS [b](6)
Cc: [b](6)
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission
President Donald Trump is dissolving a controversial commission that was charged with investigating his unsubstantiated claims of voter fraud during the 2016 election, the White House said Wednesday.

Trump asked the Department of Homeland Security to look into the issue instead.

"Despite substantial evidence of voter fraud, many states have refused to provide the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity with basic information relevant to its inquiry," a White House statement said. "Rather than engage in endless legal
battles at taxpayer expense, today I signed an executive order to dissolve the Commission."

Read more: https://www.politico.com/story/2018/01/03/trump-disbands-voter-fraud-commission-322621

To change your alert settings, please go to https://secure.politico.com/settings

This email was sent to [redacted] by: POLITICO, LLC 1000 Wilson Blvd. Arlington, VA, 22209, USA

Please click [here](https://secure.politico.com/settings) and follow the steps to unsubscribe.
OGC colleagues,

Attached are the 2 papers that are going forward to Chris Krebs re: voter integrity and NPPD.

Dan

From: Sutherland, Daniel
Sent: Monday, January 8, 2018 2:29 PM
To: [b](6)
Subject: 2 papers re: Voter Integrity

All,

To respond to the [b](5), [b](6)'s request this morning for additional information and background on NPPD possible efforts on voter integrity, attached are 2 documents:
Please let me know if you need anything else.

Dan

Daniel W. Sutherland  
Associate General Counsel  
National Protection and Programs Legal Division  
Office of the General Counsel  
U.S. Department of Homeland Security  

The information contained in this message may be privileged.
Withheld pursuant to exemption
(b)(5)
of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act
Page 1050

Withheld pursuant to exemption

(b)(5)

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act
Page 1051

Withheld pursuant to exemption

(b)(5)

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act
**From:** Assistant General Counsel for Cybersecurity | DHS Office of the General Counsel

**Sent:** Wednesday, January 03, 2018 7:49:27 PM

**To:** ASCyber; Horne, Sabra

**Cc:**

**Subject:** FW: Election Integrity Commission
FYSA – I expect we’ll be asked by Congressional staff what role DHS will play. We received inquiries when the Commission was originally announced.


Statements & Releases

Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Issued on: January 3, 2018

Despite substantial evidence of voter fraud, many states have refused to provide the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity with basic information relevant to its inquiry. Rather than engage in endless legal battles at taxpayer expense, today I signed an executive order to dissolve the Commission, and have asked the Department of Homeland Security to review these issues and determine next courses of action.

The EO that created the Commission tasked it with the following mission:

Sec. 3. Mission. The Commission shall, consistent with applicable law, study the registration and voting processes used in Federal elections. The Commission shall be solely advisory and shall submit a report to the President that identifies the following:
(a) those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices that enhance the American people’s confidence in the integrity of the voting processes used in Federal elections;

(b) those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices that undermine the American people’s confidence in the integrity of the voting processes used in Federal elections; and

(c) those vulnerabilities in voting systems and practices used for Federal elections that could lead to improper voter registrations and improper voting, including fraudulent voter registrations and fraudulent voting.

The EO that created the Commission tasked the GSA to staff to the Commission.

Sec. 7. General Provisions. (a) To the extent permitted by law, and subject to the availability of appropriations, the General Services Administration shall provide the Commission with such administrative services, funds, facilities, staff, equipment, and other support services as may be necessary to carry out its mission on a reimbursable basis.

(b) Relevant executive departments and agencies shall endeavor to cooperate with the Commission.

(c) Insofar as the Federal Advisory Committee Act, as amended (5 U.S.C. App.) (the "Act"), may apply to the Commission, any functions of the President under that Act, except for those in section 6 of the Act, shall be performed by the Administrator of General Services.

Legislative Affairs
Office of Cybersecurity and Communications

Department of Homeland Security
FYSA,

From: Early, Emily
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 10:10 PM
To: "Taran, Gabriel" <b)(6)>
    "Harrington, Tamsn" <b)(6)>
    "Meltzer, Abby" <b)(6)>
    "Sutherland, Daniel" <b)(6)>

Cc: <b)(6)>

Subject: FW: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Date: 2018/01/03 23:13:42
Priority: Normal
Type: Note
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Politico ties to ICE

From: [b](6)
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 10:06 PM
To: [b](6) Krebs, Christopher; [b](6) Manfra, Jeanette; [b](6) Kolasky, Robert; [b](6) Mishler, Jeremy; [b](6) NPPD OCOS
Cc: [b](6) Sutherland, Daniel

Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission


From: [b](6)
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 9:43:48 PM
To: [b](6) Krebs, Christopher; [b](6) Manfra, Jeanette; [b](6) Kolasky, Robert; [b](6) Mishler, Jeremy; [b](6) NPPD OCOS
Cc: [b](6) Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily

Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Thanks, Chris and [b](6) and this works.

Many thanks,

Stakeholder Engagement and Cyber Infrastructure Resilience Division
Office of Cybersecurity and Communications, NPPD

From: [b(6)]
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 8:51 PM
To: [b(6)] Krebs, Christopher; [b(6)] Manfra, Jeanette; [b(6)] Kolasky, Robert; [b(6)] Mishler, Jeremy; [b(6)] NPPD OCOS; [b(6)]
Cc: [b(6)] Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Many thanks,

[b(6)]

Stakeholder Engagement and Cyber Infrastructure Resilience Division
Office of Cybersecurity and Communications, NPPD

From: [b(6)]
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 8:38 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher; Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS; Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily
Cc: Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily

Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission
Any issues?

From: [REDACTED]
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 8:20:28 PM
To: [REDACTED] Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS
Cc: [REDACTED] Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Our emails crossed earlier.

From: [REDACTED]
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 7:58 PM
To: [REDACTED] Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy
Cc: [REDACTED] Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

From: Krebs, Christopher
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 7:55 PM
To: [REDACTED] Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy
Cc: [REDACTED] Sutherland, Daniel; Early, Emily
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission
Adding a few folks and reattaching the EO. Need an assessment pronto NLT 10pm

Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

who I inadvertently left off earlier.

Unless we have any more clarity, here’s a rough draft of a very brief holding statement. I welcome feedback.
To: Krebs, Christopher; Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS
Cc: [redacted]
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

(b)(6) is also trying to run it to ground. (b)(5)

(b)(6)

Pls work with main OPA on a holding statement. (b)(5)

From: Krebs, Christopher
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 7:08:57 PM
To: Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS
Cc: [redacted]
Subject: RE: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

(b)(5)

From: [redacted]
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 7:05:14 PM
To: Krebs, Christopher; Manfra, Jeanette; Kolasky, Robert; Mishler, Jeremy; NPPD OCOS
Cc: [redacted]
Subject: FW: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission

Flagging (b)(5)

From: POLITICO
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 6:54:18 PM
To: [redacted]
Subject: BREAKING NEWS: Trump disbands voter fraud commission
President Donald Trump is dissolving a controversial commission that was charged with investigating his unsubstantiated claims of voter fraud during the 2016 election, the White House said Wednesday.

Trump asked the Department of Homeland Security to look into the issue instead.

"Despite substantial evidence of voter fraud, many states have refused to provide the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity with basic information relevant to its inquiry," a White House statement said. "Rather than engage in endless legal battles at taxpayer expense, today I signed an executive order to dissolve the Commission."

Read more: https://www.politico.com/story/2018/01/03/trump-disbands-voter-fraud-commission-322621

To change your alert settings, please go to https://secure.politico.com/settings
Thanks

On Jan 3, 2018, at 8:39 PM, Houlton, Tyler wrote:

From me. Sorry for the delay.

“The Department continues to focus our efforts on securing elections against those who seek to undermine the election system or its integrity. We will do this in support of State governments who are responsible for administering elections.”
Tyler,

Are you guys putting out a statement on this from the WH?

“Despite substantial evidence of voter fraud, many states have refused to provide the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity with basic information relevant to its inquiry. Rather than engage in endless legal battles at taxpayer expense, today I signed an executive order to dissolve the Commission, and have asked the Department of Homeland Security to review these issues and determine next courses of action.”
CBS inquiry. Anything changing today?

Tyler Q. Houlton  
Press Secretary (Acting)  
Department of Homeland Security

Hi Tyler,

Happy New Year! Just wondering DHS’ stance on the election commission and its role as outlined by the White House. How is DHS going to move this forward? Is DHS going to move this forward?

THE WHITE HOUSE

Office of the Press Secretary

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

January 3, 2018

Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

“Despite substantial evidence of voter fraud, many states have refused to provide the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity with basic information relevant to its inquiry. Rather than engage in endless legal battles at taxpayer expense, today I signed an executive order to dissolve the Commission, and have asked the Department of Homeland Security to review these issues and determine next courses of action.”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Sender:</strong></th>
<th>Houlton, Tyler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recipient:</strong></td>
<td>Hoffman, Jonathan; Wales, Brandon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sent Date:</strong></td>
<td>2018/01/09 12:02:52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Attributable to me:

“At the President’s direction, the Department continues to work in support of state governments who are responsible for administering elections, with efforts focused on securing elections against those who seek to undermine the election system or its integrity. Mr. Kobach is not advising the Department on this matter.”

Hi Tyler -- This is from the PBS NewsHour again.

Wanted to ask some follow-up questions to the White House’s announcement last night, that President Trump has asked DHS to “to review [the election integrity commission’s] initial findings and determine next courses of action.”

Just a few basic questions:

-- Has DHS started such a review?

-- If such a review has started, do you have a sense at this point of how long the review might take?
-- If such a review has started, do you have a sense at this point of which DHS officials are leading and participating in the review?

Thanks, as always,

==
PBS NewsHour Politics Reporter/Producer
==

From: White House Press Office
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 7:57:52 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US &Canada)
To: NH Assignment Desk
Subject: UPDATED Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

THE WHITE HOUSE
Office of the Press Secretary

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

January 3, 2018

Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Despite substantial evidence of voter fraud, many states have refused to provide the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity with basic information relevant to its inquiry. Rather than engage in endless legal battles at taxpayer expense, today President Donald J. Trump signed an executive order to dissolve the Commission, and he has asked the Department of Homeland Security to review its initial findings and determine next courses of action.

###
You’re receiving this message because you’re a member of the NH Assignment Desk group. If you don’t want to receive any messages or events from this group, stop following it in your inbox.

View group conversations | View group files
From: Wonnenberg, David
To: Dinh, Uyen
Subject: RE: Request for Briefing with DHS Officials; re: January 3, 2018 Executive Order on the Termination of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity & Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory
Date: 2018/01/05 09:13:06
Priority: Normal
Type: Note

Yeah, would like to engage.

V/r,
David Wonnenberg
Deputy Assistant Secretary
DHS Ofc of Legislative Affairs

With honor and integrity, we will safeguard the American people, our homeland, and our values.

__________________________________________________________

From: Dinh, Uyen
Sent: Friday, January 05, 2018 8:56:29 AM
To: Wonnenberg, David
Subject: RE: Request for Briefing with DHS Officials; re: January 3, 2018 Executive Order on the Termination of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity & Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory

Am waiting for WH mtg to start. I feel like the odd kid at a school and everyone is already in a clique.

Uyen
Happy New Year all.

If you haven’t already reached out, I can connect with Charles.

Team NPPD—if we have to pause a full briefing at this time, is there anything in the interim we can provide? PowerPoint/slides/???

V/r,
David Wonnenberg
Deputy Assistant Secretary
DHS Office of Legislative Affairs

With honor and integrity, we will safeguard the American people, our homeland, and our values.

10-4. Walking into another meeting, but happy to follow up with Charles. I believe we also recently briefed McCaskill’s office on our election cybersecurity efforts.

Acting Director
Office of Legislative Affairs
National Protection and Programs Directorate

Please tell us how we are doing in our Customer Service Survey<https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/GJ2KVKX5>

Dave, I just spoke to Uyen, can you give Charles Shaw a call when available and say we’re still sorting out the implications of the termination of the Commission.

For background – this is related to an executive order on voter fraud the president signed out in May. It is
not related to our election cybersecurity efforts.

Feel free to give me a ring for more background.

Thanks,
Chris

From: Dinh, Uyen
Sent: Thursday, January 4, 2018 2:00 PM
To: (b)(6)
Cc: h\l\c\(6\); Wonnenberg, David
Subject: RE: Request for Briefing with DHS Officials; re: January 3, 2018 Executive Order on the Termination of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity & Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Hello Counselor Shaw,

We’d be happy to set this up for HSGAC. I’m copying our NPPD lead, (b)(6) who should be able to coordinate this briefing for you & the committee.

Cheers,
Uyen

Uyen (Win) Dinh, Esq.
Deputy Assistant Secretary
Office of Legislative Affairs

From: Shaw, Charles (HSGAC) (6)
Sent: Thursday, January 4, 2018 1:43 PM
To: Dinh, Uyen (b)(6)
Cc: Eaton, Jackson (HSGAC) <t\l\c\(6\)
Subject: Request for Briefing with DHS Officials; re: January 3, 2018 Executive Order on the Termination of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity & Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Hello,

My name is Charles Shaw. I work as Counsel for the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs (HSGAC).

We would like to schedule a briefing with officials from the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) for HSGAC majority and minority staff, regarding the “Executive Order on the Termination of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity” and the “Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity” (respective links included below).

Would you please provide our office with a list of available dates and times, when DHS officials would be able to meet with HSGAC majority and minority staff to discuss these developments, and the new role
DHS will be assuming as a result?

Thank you!

Best regards,
Charles Shaw

Link to the Executive Order: https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/statement-press-secretary-presidential-advisory-commission-election-integrity/

Charles W.E. Shaw
Counsel
U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security & Governmental Affairs
Senator Claire McCaskill, Ranking Member
10-4. I'll let Charles know he can expect a call. Thanks.

---Original Message---

From: Dinh, Uyen
Sent: Thursday, January 4, 2018 4:58 PM
Yup. He is back —like a heart attack— tomorrow.

Not a problem! Is DAS Wonnenberg reaching back out to Charles on the briefing request re: January 3, 2018 Executive Order on the Termination of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity & Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity?

Please tell us how we are doing in our Customer Service Survey

-----Original Message-----

From: Dinh, Uyen
No worries. Thanks for shepherding these through to the final goal line.

Uyen,

The letters have been signed. The bad news is Chris signed and returned hard copies and no one is in the office, so unfortunately we'll have to transmit tomorrow. They will be routed to OLA first thing tomorrow morning.

Acting Director
Office of Legislative Affairs
National Protection and Programs Directorate
Please tell us how we are doing in our Customer Service Survey [https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/GJ2KVX5>

From: Dinh, Uyen
Sent: Thursday, January 4, 2018 1:44 PM
To: [b](6)
Cc: Wonnenberg, David [b](6)
Subject: RE: McCaskill letters

Gents: do we have an estimated time of when these letters may be ready??

Uyen

From: [b](6)
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 6:17 PM
To: Dinh, Uyen [b](6); Wonnenberg, David [b](6)
Subject: FW: McCaskill letters

FYI- I will follow up with Kolasky.

From: [b](6)
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 6:16:06 PM
To: [b](6)
Subject: RE: McCaskill letters

I will submit the BOD letter tomorrow. Jeremy, Let’s ping Kolasky on the other.
The letter regarding BOD 17-01 is with OGC, as SOPDUS Krebs wanted it reviewed for legal certainty. The letter regarding election security is with ADUS Kolasky for review, I’m unsure when we can expect that to come through.

Best,

[Redacted]
Could u pls expedite these letters? What's the hold up (?). McCaskills peeps are now inquiring about its status. Pls update me soonest. Thank you.

Uyen

From: [b](6)
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 5:54:53 PM
To: Dinh, Uyen
Cc: [b](6)
Subject: RE: Checking in on letters

1152833- Letter Dated 10/31 is with NPPD

115254 1. Letter Dated 10/24 is also with NPPD

Office of Legislative Affairs
Department of Homeland Security

-----Original Message-----
From: Dinh, Uyen
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 5:47 PM
To: [b](6)
Subject: FW: Checking in on letters

Could u pls help me track down where these 2 McCaskills letters are in our system? Thank you!

Uyen

From: Klein, Julie (HSGAC)
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2018 5:08:06 PM
To: Dinh, Uyen
Subject: Checking in on letters

Uyen,

I hope you’re doing well and were able to take time off. I’m writing to check in on two letters Senator McCaskill sent to the Secretary. One letter was sent on 10/31 regarding election infrastructure, and the other was sent on 10/24 regarding the Kaspersky BOD. Do you have an update on the status of either and when we can expect responses? I appreciate your help on this.

Many thanks,

Julie

Julie Klein
Thanks David. I let Charles know that you would be reaching out today.

Happy New Year all.
If you haven’t already reached out, I can connect with Charles.
Team NPPD—if we have to pause a full briefing at this time, is there anything in the interim we can provide? PowerPoint/slides/???

V/r,
David Wonnenberg
Deputy Assistant Secretary
DHS Ofc of Legislative Affairs

With honor and integrity, we will safeguard the American people, our homeland, and our values.
Termination of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity & Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

10-4. Walking into another meeting, but happy to follow up with Charles. I believe we also recently briefed McCaskill’s office on our election cybersecurity efforts.

Acting Director
Office of Legislative Affairs
National Protection and Programs Directorate

Please tell us how we are doing in our Customer Service Survey

From: Krebs, Christopher
Sent: Thursday, January 4, 2018 2:56 PM
To: b)(6) [b](6) [b]b)(6) [b]b)(6) [b]b)(6)
Cc: Dinh, Uyen [b](6)

Subject: FW: Request for Briefing with DHS Officials; re: January 3, 2018 Executive Order on the Termination of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity & Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dave, I just spoke to Uyen, can you give Charles Shaw a call when available and say we’re still sorting out the implications of the termination of the Commission.

For background – this is related to an executive order on voter fraud the president signed out in May. It is not related to our election cybersecurity efforts.

Feel free to give me a ring for more background.

Thanks,

Chris

From: Dinh, Uyen
Sent: Thursday, January 4, 2018 2:00 PM
To: b)(6) [b](6) [b]b)(6) [b]b)(6) [b]b)(6)
Cc: b)(6) [b](6) [b]b)(6) [b]b)(6) [b]b)(6)

Subject: RE: Request for Briefing with DHS Officials; re: January 3, 2018 Executive Order on the Termination of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity & Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Hello Counselor Shaw,
We'd be happy to set this up for HSGAC. I'm copying our NPPD lead, Jeremy Mishler, who should be able to coordinate this briefing for you & the committee.

Cheers,
Uyen

---

We would like to schedule a briefing with officials from the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) for HSGAC majority and minority staff, regarding the “Executive Order on the Termination of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity” and the “Statement by the Press Secretary on the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity” (respective links included below).

Would you please provide our office with a list of available dates and times, when DHS officials would be able to meet with HSGAC majority and minority staff to discuss these developments, and the new role DHS will be assuming as a result?

Thank you!

Best regards,
Charles Shaw
Charles W.E. Shaw  
*Counsel*  
*U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security & Governmental Affairs*  
*Senator Claire McCaskill, Ranking Member*  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sender:</th>
<th><a href="6">b</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recipient:</td>
<td>Wonnenberg, David <a href="6">b</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Krebs, Christopher <a href="6">b</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dinh, Uyen <a href="6">b</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sent Date:</td>
<td>2018/01/05 08:27:21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.O./Memo Name</td>
<td>Sec/Para</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.O.: BORDER SECURITY</td>
<td>2(b)(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POTUS Memo: Screening</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Color Key:**
- Complete and submitted on time
- Complete but submitted late
- Overdue
- Approaching deadline
- Pending court decision
### DHS Executive Order Reporting Requirements (by EO and Section)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E.O./Memo Name</th>
<th>Sec/Para</th>
<th>Date Issued</th>
<th>Report Requirements</th>
<th>Lead Org</th>
<th>Periodicity</th>
<th>Days Due (7)</th>
<th>Date Due (3)</th>
<th>Date Due (1)</th>
<th>Submit To Consultation</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E.O. Border Security and Immigration Enforcement</td>
<td>b)(5)</td>
<td>11-May-17</td>
<td>Federal Voting Confidence and Integrity Report</td>
<td>POTUS</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Report will be issued by POTUS-selected Commission, no date given</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Color Key:**
- Complete and submitted on time
- Complete but submitted late
- Overdue
- Approaching deadline
- Pending court decision

7/18/2018, 11:35 AM
From: Petyo, Briana
Sent: Monday, January 8, 2018 8:11 PM
To: Nealon, James
Subject: FW: DRAFT of Election Integrity Recommendations

Guess this meeting is the thing I said Brandon called me about. Haven’t looked at docs but will

From: Wales, Brandon
Sent: Monday, January 08, 2018 8:09:43 PM
To: Hoffman, Jonathan; Krebs, Christopher; Shah, Dimple; Maher, Joseph; Short, Tracy; Blank, Thomas; Ries, Lora L; Davis, Mike P; Symons, Craig M; Baroukh, Nader; Busch, Philip B; Seguin, Debbie; Miller, Philip T; Petyo, Briana
Subject: DRAFT of Election Integrity Recommendations

All,
Based on our discussion this morning and the inputs I received, attached is the draft recommendations for the S1 tomorrow (along with two attachments I want to include from USCIS on SAVE). Some of the inputs came in a bit late, so sorry you are getting this after 8. I provided this draft to the COS, but told him I would send an update based on any feedback I receive from this group late tonight or early tomorrow. Since the meeting is at 945, we don’t have a lot of time. The framework is almost identical to what I proposed this morning, with some minor editions (recommendations 4 and 6 were based on feedback from OGC and a discussion with PLCY about a permanent home for coordination of this effort).

If anyone wants to call and discuss, please call my mobile.
Thanks,
Brandon

Brandon D. Wales
Senior Counselor to the Secretary
<table>
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</thead>
</table>
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